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ABOUT US
Introducing Choice Recovery
Based in Columbus, Ohio, Choice Recovery currently
provides debt recovery services to over 4,000
organizations across the country, including many
colleges and universities. In the past 3 years alone, we
have recovered over $100M in revenue for our clients.
We have more than 2.5 Million “paid in full” consumers
in our system.

Demonstrating our commitment to "change the
perception of collections," Choice Recovery launched
our [re]start program in 2014. [re]start was created with
the express purpose to help students find gainful
employment through our program of career services, at
no cost to our clients. To-date, [re]start has found over
1,000 jobs for debtors sent to Choice Recovery!

$100,000,000+
REVENUE COLLECTED FOR CLIENTS IN THE PAST 3 YEARS

With an A+ rating and receipt of the 2016 TORCH Award for Ethics
from the Better Business Bureau, Choice Recovery continually
attempts to create the best experience for accounts entrusted to our
care while, at the same time, delivering optimal returns.

HOW WE'RE
CHANGING
THE
PERCEPTION

[RE]START
Over the years, we've seen how unemployment can make
debt spiral out of control. Our [re]start program helps your
students find gainful employment to keep them out of
collections for good.

A COMPANY THAT CARES
We genuinely care about the well-being of those from whom
we collect. Whether that's making sure they know all of their
payment options or helping them find a new job, our team
cares the most.

A TOP WORKPLACE, YEAR IN & YEAR OUT
Most collection agencies are call centers with an everrevolving door of employees. With over 23 top workplace
awards in the past 8 years, our talented team is full of
collection professionals ready for your past-due accounts.
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WHY CHOOSE CHOICE
Collecting is what we do.
Transforming lives is who we are.
We believe, and our results have proven, that a
customer service based approach allows us to protect
your reputation, collect as much money as possible,
and help people along the way.
Referring your students to agencies not conscious of
their approach creates anxiety and hurts your
relationship with them.

After 20 years of being recognized for how we treat
people, we understand the relationship between
compassion and collections.
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HOW IT WORKS
NO BINDING CONTRACTS
With a low-risk, month-to-month agreement, we earn your business every day.

WE GET PAID WHEN YOU GET PAID
No upfront costs to get started. Instead, we offer a no-risk contingency fee so we get
paid when you get paid.

MEETS STUDENTS' NEEDS AND ABILITY TO PAY
Our collection team has a unique approach that offers a variety of payment solutions
and career assistance. Our team is here for you and your students.
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Our collection activity starts as
soon as we receive your
accounts.

We reach out to your past-due
students with a series of letters
and calls to resolve their
outstanding account balances.
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We Send
You Money
5. We send you money
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Your funds arrive quickly and
securely via ACH transfers every
month we receive payments
from your students!

3. [re]start Assistance
Our [re]start program is a free
career service that helps your
students in need build resumes,
learn interview skills, and connect
with hiring employers. [re]start
helps your students recover
financially and get out of debt.

4. Payment Collected
Your students are provided a
variety of payment options they
can complete online, over the
phone, or by sending a check in
the mail.

HISTORICAL RESULTS
Setting a new standard
We recover what other agencies can’t. It’s why we
win head-to-head comparisons against our
competition. Our strategic use of data, our highperforming team, and our collective desire to help
people allow us to recover significantly more than
other collection agencies.
We leave no stone unturned in our effort to resolve
your outstanding balances.
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WHO OUR CLIENTS ARE

Higher Education

Dental Groups

Healthcare

Property
Management

Financial Institutions

20+ years of experience among many industries
With over 4,000 clients scattered over the United States, Choice has extensive experience
recovering past-due accounts for businesses of all kinds — from 1 account to thousands
per month. If your institution has outstanding A/R, we're here to help.
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WHAT WILL YOU SAY?
REAL TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR CLIENTS

"Working with Choice Recovery, we have a better chance of
preserving the relationships we have developed with our students,
or maybe even improving them."
—

"We have seen, on a consistent basis, higher returns from our
accounts placed with Choice Recovery. My experience has been
great. If I was asked to give them an overall grade, it would
definitely be an ‘A’."
—

"Thank you for doing what you do and for making such a difference
in student's lives... Very refreshing especially in the difficult times
many people are currently experiencing."
—

WHAT WILL YOUR
STUDENTS SAY?
REAL TESTIMONIALS FROM REAL STUDENTS

I worked with Cole on a collection account with Franklin University.
Cole was very helpful. He helped me settle for less than my total
amount. The whole time I worked with him, he made me feel very
valued as a customer. ESPECIALLY, a collection customer. I am sure
his job is not easy and people probably have a general disgust for
collection agencies. Every time I talked to him, he seemed generally
concerned about what was best for me and had a great attitude. He
made this whole experience very easy and smooth. I am sure that is
not how most people would describe an experience with a
collection agency. You definitely have an asset with Cole. Kudos to
him and Choice Recovery for allowing him to be a great collection
agent.
— Tate C.

I wanted to take a few minutes to comment on my experience with Choice
Recovery and specifically, Cole Adams. I found myself in a situation that
involved a debt that Cole had been trying to collect from my husband for
quite some time. When I became aware of the debt I called the number at
the bottom of the notice. He explained to me what had transpired over a 6
month period (maybe longer) with my husband. I was a little overwhelmed
with just finding out about the debt and maybe a little emotional. He was
so kind to me! He had called the place we owed several times on my
husband’s behalf and made arrangements my husband didn’t adhere to.
He went back to them on my behalf to see if they would even consider a
payment plan at this point. As previously stated, he was so helpful, kind and
respectful to me in a very embarrassing situation. I feel that when you deal
with someone like Cole it makes it easier to work through difficulties and I
very much appreciated the time he took with me! Loads of respect for
Choice Recovery!
— Susan T.

I would like to personally thank Cole Adams for the exceptional customer
service provided. Cole had reached out to me regarding an attempt to
collect a debt, and I was also able to explain to Cole the situation. Cole
stayed focused on the mission of collecting the debt, as hired by Wabash
College to do so. All in all, Cole and myself spent between 40-60 minutes
on the phone between 3-4 separate phone calls. Whenever I called in, Cole
was immediately available to talk on the phone. I thought it beneficial for
my account to be linked to one particular representative at your office.
Cole was always logically focused, as opposed to emotionally focused, and
was always there to provide any answers to the questions I had. Especially, I
would like to point out the tactic of using hypothetical and “what if”
scenarios as being very positive in helping me understand the collection
process. We agreed to a paid in full amount, Cole collected the payment,
and followed through with updating the original creditor, in addition to
mailing my paid in full letter, along with a credit report letter requesting
the deletion of the account to the credit bureaus. I think Cole is highly
valuable to your organization and represents Choice Recovery strongly.
- Brian T.
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